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What’s New in Release 5.4
Value Added Tax

 Latest annexures of Tamil Nadu are supported.

 Latest form and annexures are supported for Maharashtra.

 For the states of Bihar and Madhya Pradesh, a brand new user experience for generating VAT 
returns is provided. This will help to ensure that your returns are an accurate reflection of your 
books of accounts.

 Latest VAT forms for the states of Bihar and Madhya Pradesh are supported.

 For Gujarat, a completely new user experience and design to generate and export Annual Return 
Form 205 and Annexure 205A is provided.

 For the states of Delhi, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, exception resolution is made 
faster. You can group exceptions item-wise or ledger-wise, and resolve multiple exceptions 
instantly.

Excise

 On popular demand Form RG 23A and C Part I & II, PLA Register, Annexure 10, and Annexure 
II are reintroduced.

Non Taxation

 Option to view ledger amounts as Cr/Dr or +/- for Columnar Voucher Register.

 Fixed the MAV error in Sales Bills Pending report which occurred when same stock item was used 
across sales vouchers with tracking numbers, with billed quantity for the same specified as zero.



Featured
Value Added Tax

Latest changes to the VAT forms for the states of Bihar and Madhya Pradesh are supported in Release 
5.4. A report is provided to view the details before generating forms and annexures. All transactions, 
whether recorded correctly, incorrectly, or inadequately, are captured and categorised in the new report. 
You can identify and correct errors in the VAT details before filing tax returns. Save the finalized details, 
and generate VAT returns and annexures, as applicable.

The enhanced VAT report has the following sections:

Statistics of Vouchers

 Included in returns/annexures: View or verify transactions that are included in returns and 
annexures. You can also drill down to view the voucher, and make modifications, if any.

 Not relevant for returns/annexures: View or verify transactions that are not relevant for returns 
and annexures. You can drill down till the voucher level to make changes, if required.

 Incomplete/mismatch in information (to be resolved): View or verify transactions that are 
incomplete/mismatch in information. You can drill down to view different categories of exceptions, 
and resolve the exceptions instantly.

Particulars (Computation Details)

 View assessable value and tax amount of all sales and purchases related to VAT. 

 Drill down to view rate-wise, commodity-wise and voucher-wise breakup of assessable value and 
tax amount.

 View opening balance of excess Input Tax Credit.

 View Nature of Returns for debit note and credit note.

Payment Details

 View VAT and CST payments, and drill down till the voucher level.

 Provide necessary challan details for your VAT and CST payments.

 View payments related to advance tax, interest, and penalty.

 View payment of tax, where the tax liability ledger is created under Current Liability.

Enhanced Masters and Transactions Experience for VAT 

 The following enhancements are made in masters and transactions:

 Configure tax rates and other statutory details at the company, accounts or inventory masters level. 
These details get automatically applied in transactions.

 Create user-defined classifications, and apply them in masters to inherit the tax details.

 Override the default classifications during transactions.

VAT (Gujarat) 

 The taxation module for Gujarat has been enhanced to support e-filing of annual returns. You can 
generate and export Annual Return Form 205 and Annexure 205A to the template provided by 
the department for e-filing.

 VAT computation report for Form 201 has been enhanced to display ITC Reversal Computation 
and ITC Reversal Stock Item reports.
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Excise

On popular demand, Form RG 23A and C Part I & II, PLA Register, Annexure II and Annexure 10 are 
reintroduced in Tally.ERP 9 Release 5.4. These forms were available in releases up to Tally.ERP 9 
Release 4.93.

Faster Exception Handling 

The exception handling feature in Tally.ERP 9 Release 5.4 is optimised for the states of Delhi, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. You will be delighted with the speed with which you can now resolve 
exceptions. You can group exceptions item-wise or ledger-wise and resolve multiple exceptions together.

Data Migration

Data created in earlier releases is migrated to comply with Release 5.4 enhancements.

For Gujarat, Bihar, Delhi, Madhya Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu users, once you have upgraded to Release 
5.4, you can,

 Choose a statutory module.

 Drill down to get the break-up of data compliant for filing returns.

 Resolve exceptions to make your data compliant for filing returns.
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Product Improvements
Accounting - Interest Calculation

 When the options Include transaction date for amounts added? and Include transaction date 
for amounts deducted? are set to No, the first day after debit/credit note entry was not considered 
for interest calculation. This issue is resolved.

 In Ledger Interest report of a party ledger, the Balance and Interest of the last transaction, in case 
of credit balances, were shown as Dr, for the ledger. The balances shown were as per the last 
transaction, instead of actual ledger balance. This issue is resolved.

Accounting Reports

 The option Show ledger amounts with Cr/Dr? is provided in Columnar Register Alteration. 
Enabling this option shows the ledger amounts as Cr/Dr. The amounts are displayed with +/- sign 
on setting this option to No.

 Running balance was incorrect on printing Group Vouchers. This issue is resolved.

 MAV error occurred when viewing Pending Sales Bills report if,

Two voucher entries (with different tracking numbers) are passed as follows:

Voucher is created by entering the same tracking number for two stock items. Actual and 
billed quantity was specified for only one stock item.

For the other stock item, actual quantity was specified, but billed quantity and rate were 
zero.

This issue is resolved.

 Incorrect voucher number was displayed in Item Voucher Analysis report when,

A sales voucher type was created with Automatic (Manual Override) selected as Method 
of Voucher numbering and

Two sales transaction were recorded with the above sales voucher type, for the same party, 
with different voucher numbers.

This issue is resolved.

Banking

 MAV error occurred in the following scenario,

data created in any release between 4.7 and 4.93, and

a voucher having a bank ledger was created and duplicated by enabling the option Use 
defaults for bank allocations in F12 Configuration.

After reconciling the parent voucher, the duplicated voucher was altered with different bank 
ledger.

This issue is resolved. If the data created in 4.7 till 4.93 is migrated to 5.0 till 5.3 releases, a rewrite 
of data will solve the issue.
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Export/Import

 When List of Accounts was exported in XML format from Remote Client, the XML file did not 
have the details of the ledgers listed. This issue is resolved.

Inventory Reports

 The values of inwards and outwards columns of Stock Summary and stock monthly summary 
reports were blank for stock items without units of measure. This occurred when the Stock 
Summary was viewed for a period other than:

the entire month and

first day of the month and last date of entry.

This issue is resolved.

Inventory Vouchers

The Discount % column is not displayed in material in/out voucher irrespective of the option Use 
separate discount column in invoices of Inventory Features.

Printing

 Alignment was improper when a sales invoice was printed with TIN, PAN, and bank details enabled 
in Print Configuration. This issue is resolved.

 The option selected in Method to use for Ledgers Names of Printing Configuration did not get 
applied while printing a contra voucher. Only Name was displayed. This issue is resolved.

 Destination was not be printed in simple format of a delivery note. This issue is resolved.

 In display mode of a payment or receipt voucher, if the height and width in Print Configuration was 
set above 15 and 11 respectively, Tally.ERP9 was not responding. This issue is resolved.

 Voucher Printing screen did not appear when a memorandum voucher was saved with the option 
Print after saving? enabled in Voucher Type Alteration screen. This issue is resolved.

 While printing Group of Accounts or All Accounts from Multi Accounting Printing, the page 
number was not displayed as specified in Page Range to Print. This issue is resolved.

 The option Allow selection of groups/ledgers? did not appear while printing Group of Accounts
or All Accounts from Multi Account Printing, when, 

The company was connected to Tally.NET server and

Report title was specified

This issue is resolved.
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Payroll

 In the Payroll Statutory Details under F11: Features > F3: Statutory, the field Deductor branch/
division is introduced to specify the income tax branch or division of the deductor.

This value is captured in the field Employer/Deductor Branch / Division of income tax e-return 
Form 24Q.

Security Control - Tally Audit

 If the user name entered was of a different casing (upper, lower) than during user name creation, 
the Audit Statistics - User Wise report did not display vouchers entered/altered by the user. This 
issue is resolved.

 User could print blank sales invoice before accepting the voucher even when Print before save
option was disallowed for Sales under Security Control for that user. This issue is resolved. 
However, printing of blank sales invoice is still possible after accepting the voucher if Zero-valued 
entries are allowed under F11>F1> Enable zero-valued transactions for that user.

Synchronisation

 While synchronizing data, Post Error Code -9989 appeared due to time out. This occurred on 
delay in gathering information based on deleted vouchers and vouchers in exception list. This issue 
is resolved.

 An error Cannot proceed with Offline Sync Error code 21101 was displayed when,

Use On-demand sync? was enabled and

In the Company Name field, if company name contained special characters such as ‘or “, 
and the same were not closed with closing ‘or “.

This issue is resolved.

 Exchange of snapshot failed when,

Data at server/client machine of Release 4.x was migrated to Release 5.x, and

If the snapshot was exchanged to a newly created company in server/client machine of 
Release 5.x.

This issue is resolved.

Excise

Excise for Dealer

 The RG 23 D numbering in the excise purchase invoice was not appearing in sequence, and 
started from 1 when new purchase transaction was entered after migrating to Tally.ERP 9 release 
5.x. This issue is resolved.

 In excise sales/purchase invoice, when duty ledgers are used, the duty amount was calculated as 
per the rate of duty configured in stock item master for the invoice date. The modified duty rate 
available in the excise allocation of purchase transaction was not considered. This issue is 
resolved.
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 The reference of sales transaction converted into a sales order appeared as a new reference, and 
as an excise reference with negative pending quantity. This issue is resolved.

 When data was migrated from a previous release to release 5.1, wrong assessable amount was 
captured for advanced partial payment transaction. This issue is resolved.

 Rule 11 invoice was not printing excise duty values in Duty Passed On table for stock items having 
compound unit of measurement. This issue is resolved.

 When a service tax voucher with sale of services as voucher type was drilled down from Voucher 
Register, error message was displayed in the calculator panel. This issue is resolved.

 Excise return form for dealers (Form 2) was exported as .xlsx file when Excel (Spreadsheet) was 
selected in the Format field. This issue is resolved.

Now, it is exported to .xls file as prescribed by the excise department.

 Duty amount can be skipped when entering a excise purchase transaction. This is useful when 
goods are purchased from an importer, and the importer does not pass-on the additional duty on 
imports.

 The stock item details was printed twice in the excise sales invoice. This was occurring when any 
godown was selected in Destination Godown field in the excise material out transaction. This 
issue is resolved.

 Importers Depot flag is added in Nature of Purchase to specify the Self-Importer’s/Importer’s
details.

 In excise purchase transaction, Additional Duty (Imports) amount was recalculated to assessable 
value when manually entered. This was occurring only when:

The company was registered as a dealer and also as an importer.

Rate of Additional Duty (Imports) was recorded in the item master.

The Additional Duty (Imports) amount was manually entered in Excise Details screen 
while recording purchase transaction.

The data was migrated to Tally.ERP 9 Release 5.x. from earlier releases.

This issue is resolved. Now, Additional Duty (Imports) amount is retained when entered manually.

 After data split, Dealer Excise Opening Stock vouchers exported in the first company was not 
getting imported in the second company. This issue is resolved.

 The option Print as Annexure II is provided in Print Configuration of Material Out voucher type, 
when the same was configured with Use for Job Work as Yes and Default Tax Unit as 
Manufacturer Unit.

 In excise for traders, while recording non-excise sales invoice, the Supplier Details screen was 
displayed. This issue is resolved.

This was occurring in excise sales invoice even when Not Applicable was selected in Is Excise 
Applicable field while creating stock item. Also, while recording non-excise sales invoice, irrespec-
tive whether the item was excisable or non-excisable the supplier details screen was displayed.
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Now, the Supplier Details screen is not displayed while recording non-excise sales and excise 
sales invoice for stock items were Not Applicable is selected in Is Excise Applicable field.

 When an excise invoice was printed as a commercial tax invoice, the basic excise duty amount 
charged in excise invoice was not being printed. This issue is resolved.

Excise for Importers

 While recording excise purchase for self-imports or purchase from another importer, the Amount
against the additional duties ledgers for Addl Duty on Imports was blank. This issue is resolved.

Excise for Manufacturers

 You can print /export/mail details of Credit on Inputs under CENVAT Credit Availed in excise for 
manufacturers Form ER1.

 Excise MIS reports is enhanced to support RG 23A and C Part I & II, PLA Register, Annexure II
and Annexure 10.

 The buttons P: Print, E: Export, M: E-Mail and O: Upload appeared disabled in Form ER1 of 
excise for manufacturer. This issue is resolved.

 When RG 23D voucher numbering was enabled for multiple units in a single company, and when 
the same number was used in different units, the message RG 23D Entry No. has been used 
earlier! was displayed. This issue is resolved.

 Excise Purchase Order was not printing excise details such as excise range, division, and 
commissionerate. This issue is resolved.

 In Excise Rule 11 invoice the stock item name was printed in bold letters under the field 
Description of the Goods from Tally.ERP 9 release 5.0. The invoice extended to two pages when 
printed. This issue is resolved.

 The Nature of Removal field did not appear for international party while passing excise sales entry 
for release below 5.4. This issue is resolved.

 TIN was not displayed as per secondary address details in sales invoice, delivery note, credit note 
and sales order, in an excise enabled company. This was occurring when:

The option Allow separate buyer and consignee names? were set to No in Invoice/ 
Delivery Note/Order configuration screen, and

secondary address of party was selected in supplementary details.

This issue is resolved.

 In an excise transaction, additional ledger amount was not being considered for duty calculation, 
when the additional ledger was defined in voucher class and marked as appropriate for Excise and 
VAT. This issue is resolved.

 When CENVAT opening balance was provided with bifurcation, in Form ER1, the consolidated 
value was displayed under the head Basic Excise Duty. This issue is resolved.
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 In Excise for Manufacturers, the Duty Payable report of Form ER1 and Form ER3 was printing 
incorrect Opening Balance quantity and Closing Balance quantity. This issue is resolved.

 While recording a debit note transaction for availing CENVAT credit, the facility to enter more than 
one manufacturer’s details was not available. This issue is resolved.

Now, after selecting the duty ledger, an excise allocation sub-form is displayed to enter more than 
one manufacturer’s details. The manufacturer’s details entered in the sub-form is captured in form 
RG 23 A & C - Part I & II.

Service Tax

 On printing the service tax invoice, Swachh Bharat Cess was aligned to the left. This issue is 
resolved.

 In a sales invoice created with Swachh Bharat Cess and service tax, the value of Swachh Bharat 
Cess was doubled when tracked against the sales order. This issue is resolved.

 Journal voucher could not be marked as optional when service tax was enabled. This issue is 
resolved.

 Service category was not printed in invoice when the same service category was selected for 
multiple stock items in a single sales invoice. This issue is resolved.

This occurred when service tax was exempted for that particular party. A note is now provided 
which displays the service category and assessable value details at the end of the stock item.

 Incorrect assessable value was printed in the reverse charge note of a service tax invoice. This 
issue is resolved.

This occurred when multiple services with same service tax category was printed in a single 
invoice. Now, the total value of the multiple services is printed as the assessable value in reverse 
charge note.

 Voucher number was not printed while printing/exporting the Provider's Liability for Category 
details under Service Tax Liability in Form ST3. This issue is resolved.

 Service tax computation report for Form ST3 is enhanced to support Krishi Kalyan Cess.

 In a service tax receipt transaction, the duty values were not getting rounded off. This issue is 
resolved.

Now the duty values are rounded off for service tax, Swachh Bharat Cess and Krishi Kalyan Cess 
ledgers in single and double entry mode, for receipts and payments.

 When a journal voucher was entered with CENVAT Credit Used For Service Tax Payable 
(Capital Goods) or CENVAT Credit Used For Service Tax Payable (On Inputs) selected in the 
Used for field, the service tax payable was not getting decreased in Form ST3 report. This issue is 
resolved.

 While recording professional receipt transaction with income/service ledger and service tax 
ledgers, you can enter/select the party name from whom the amount is received. This facilitates 
printing the actual party name in professional receipt cum challan.
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 While recording service tax transaction in a journal voucher, an error message Voucher totals do 
not match! was displayed. This was occurred only for the first journal voucher entry. This issue is 
resolved.

 When service tax transaction was recorded using a journal voucher, the first ledger name in the 
journal voucher was captured in service tax computation report for Form ST3 when drill down to 
Service Tax Credit Availed for category report. This issue is resolved.

 Inclusive of Service Tax sub screen was not appearing on enabling the option Allow entry of 
amount inclusive of tax for service ledger? while passing a sales invoice with voucher class. 
This issue is resolved.

 Incorrect assessable value was displayed when,

A sales invoice was passed with multiple stock items with the same service category, and 
service value is modified for one of the stock item. The Description of Goods column dis-
played incorrect assessable value.

Partial reverse charge was raised for multiple stock items in a sales invoice. Assessable 
value in note displayed only the assessable value of the last item.

Also, in Tax Analysis, partial reverse charge was displayed as Less Providers Liability 
instead of Less Recipent’s Liability.

This error occurred when the sales invoice was printed. The issue is resolved.

 Service tax computation report for Form ST3 is enhanced to display tax liability/credit breakup of 
service tax, Swachh Bharat cess and Krishi Kalyan cess. The breakup of the tax types are 
displayed on drilling down from the respective service tax particulars.

TDS

 In TDS, a new nature of payment Income in Respect of Investment in Securitization Trust is 
added. The section code and payment code for this nature of payment are 194LBC and LBC, 
respectively.

These values are captured in e-return Forms 26Q and 27Q supporting the latest FVU tool - 5.1.

 In TDS Challan ITNS 281, the Assessment Year was printed as 2017-18 for the TDS payment 
entry in April 2016 for the TDS deducted in 4th quarter (Jan to March- 2016). This issue is resolved.

 In TDS party ledger, the Deductee Type - Local Authority was not available in Tally.ERP 9 release 
5.x when data was migrated from Tally.ERP 9 release 4.93. This issue is resolved.

 Company name was not printed in the exported TDS Form 26Q and Form 27Q. This issue is 
resolved.

 When a category-wise TDS report was printed, the report was printed only with the party name. 
This issue is resolved.

 An error message T-FV-2077 Deductor/ Collector type is mandatory was displayed while 
validating E-TDS text file which consisted of a party whose Deductor Type was set to Association 
of Person. This issue is resolved.
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 On printing TDS Challan Reconciliation report, it was not printing available details of the report. 
This issue is resolved.

 If Form 26Q Deduction Details was viewed category wise and printed, the report appeared party 
wise, and not category wise. This issue is resolved.

 Journal entry with TDS deduction was consuming more time when compared to Tally.ERP 9 
release 4.93. This issue is optimized.

 In TDS Challan Reconciliation report, cheque number and date fields were mandatory for TDS 
duty payment transaction. This issue is resolved.

As per department requirement cheque number and date for TDS duty payments are not 
mandatory in Form 26Q and Form 27Q under TDS Statement for Non-Salary Category 
(Challan/Transfer Voucher Detail Record).

 TDS Challan Reconciliation report, was not displaying bank details provided in payment voucher, 
when TDS payment voucher was entered manually. This was occurring when the data was 
migrated from Tally.ERP 9 release 4.9x to Tally.ERP 9 release 5.x. This issue is resolved.

 TDS outstanding report for TDS payable which was available up to Tally.ERP 9 release 4.93 is 
reintroduced in Tally.ERP 9 release 5.4 with deductee type for company and non-company 
separately.

 When TDS duty payment transaction was recorded manually with interest, penalty or late fee, the 
details was not displayed under Payment Details section in Form 26Q computation report. When 
drilled down to Payment Voucher the values were displayed in the respective column. This issue is 
resolved.

 During journal voucher entry A: Other Charges Auto Fill was appearing for payroll related 
transaction. In the same journal voucher when Show Tax analysis Details for TDS was enabled in 
F12: Configure, the payroll autofill button was replaced with A: Tax Analysis for TDS. This issue 
is resolved.

Now, A: Other Charges Auto Fill is replaced with Ctrl+O and A: Tax Analysis is retained.

 Form 26Q and 27Q annexures which were available up to Tally.ERP 9 release 4.93 are 
reintroduced in Tally.ERP 9 release 5.4. Now the information of Form 26Q and 27Q annexures can 
be viewed by drilling in the following path:

Go to Gateway of Tally > Display > Reports > Statutory Reports > TDS Reports > Form 26Q / 
Form 27Q > Payment Details > select the required TDS payment under Particulars > Payment 
Voucher > select the required party ledger and drill down to view the annexure 26Q/ 27Q 
information.

 In TDS computation report, the PAN of the party was not displayed on drilling down from 
Deduction Details. This issue is resolved.

Now, F12: Configure is provided in Deduction Details screen to enable display of PAN. (TDS 
Reports > Form 26Q > Deduction Details > select the required Deduction Details > Press F12: 
Configure and set Show PAN to Yes). This provision is made for both party wise and category 
wise deduction details.
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 In TDS computation report, incorrect Tax Deductable value was displayed when TDS journal 
transaction was recorded with both TDS applicable and TDS not applicable expenses ledgers. This 
issue is resolved.

TCS

 TCS outstanding report for TCS payable, which was available up to Tally.ERP 9 release 4.93 is 
reintroduced in Tally.ERP 9 release 5.4 with collectee type for company and non-company, 
separately.

VAT

 In interstate purchase transactions, a warning message Potential Mismatch in Tax Amount for 
VAT is displayed if VAT and additional tax are entered manually. This will help to select the right tax 
ledger for the transaction.

 In Multi Ledger Alteration, the column Rate of tax is skipped for groups and subgroups even 
when ledgers are taxable. This will help to enter different tax rates for ledgers in a group of taxable 
ledgers.

 In a sales transaction, if a new item was added or the quantity of existing items was altered, the 
assessable value and tax amount did not get updated in the Tax Analysis screen. The issue is 
resolved.

 In sales invoice of an accounts only company, the discount amount was not considered for VAT 
calculation. This issue is resolved. 

Now, the value of expense ledger is considered to calculate the assessable value.

 Statutory payment details such as Name of Bank, Challan No., Branch entered in Tally.ERP 9 
release 4.93 was not displayed in Tax Payment Reconciliation report when data was migrated to 
Tally.ERP 9 release 5.x. This issue is resolved.

 In interstate purchase and sales transactions, you can record CST tax rate at 0% against Form C. 
Two Nature of Transaction - Interstate Sales Exempt - With Form C and Interstate Purchase 
Exempt - With Form C are added.

 In an accounts only company, the provision to include value of duty ledger created with type of duty 
as Others, while calculating VAT is available. The option Include in assessable value 
calculation? is enabled for duty ledgers created with Others as Type of duty/tax. This allows 
amount of such ledgers in a transaction to be included in assessable value, for calculating VAT in 
an accounts only company.

 During item master creation, if Allow MRP/Marginal for stock items? was set to Yes, then the 
option Allow defining MRP values during entry? is displayed in MRP Details screen. Enable this 
option to edit MRP rate in the transaction.

 In accounts only company, the option Include in assessable value calculation for was not 
displayed under Statutory Information in the Ledger Creation screen. This issue is resolved.
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 While recording transaction in voucher mode, the option to override assessable value was not 
displayed, This issue is resolved. Now, the option to override assessable value appears if the 
option Inventory values are affected is set to Yes in ledger master.

 In sales invoice, the Rate (Incl. of Tax) column was not displaying the values in alteration mode. 
This issue is resolved. This column is displayed only when Is inclusive of duties and taxes? was 
set to Yes in item master.

 In VAT computation report, purchase tax amount was doubled when journal entry was made with 
the option Tax on URD Purchase as the Nature of adjustment for generating liability. This issue is 
resolved.

 While entering statutory payment transaction (F5: Payment > S: Stat Payment), the ledgers 
grouped under Indirect Expenses were not listed under the List of Ledgers, This issue is 
resolved.

This was occurring when the option Use payment/receipt as contra was set to No in 
F12:Configure.

 In computation report, the statutory payment transaction was displayed under Annexure Errors for 
not entering supplier invoice number. This issue is resolved. This was occurring when the option 
Use payment/receipt as contra was set to Yes in F12: Configure during statutory payment entry 
(F5: Payment > S: Stat Payment) and ledger grouped under Indirect Expenses was selected.

Now, the statutory payment transaction is displayed under Annexure Ready.

Bihar

 You can now export data to latest excel templates of RT-I,  RT-III and RT-V for e-filing.

 VAT and CST payment challan Form CH-I is supported.

 Amount entered in credit note for escalation of purchase price was being deducted from box 1 of 
CST Form I. This issue is resolved.

 Interstate purchases made against Form C was not considered in Part III of RT-I. This issue is 
resolved.

The value of purchases recorded with the nature of transaction Interstate Purchase - Against 
Form C are now displayed in Part III of RT-I.

 Sale value of stock item predefined only to print MRP was displayed in box 9.6 of RT-I and RT-III. 
This issue is resolved.

 In sales invoice, if the ledger was configured for round-off, the amount rounded off was displayed in 
box 1(i) of CST Form 1. This issue is resolved.

 While exporting data to Annexure B1 template, an error message Error in TDL in Bihar 
RT001_box B1 insufficient height to allocate was displayed. This issue is resolved.

 VAT computation report was displaying incorrect value for interstate purchase transaction. This was 
occurring when the transaction had exempted item and interstate taxable item. This issue is 
resolved.
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Delhi

 You can enter the tax rate applicable within the state in the  field Local VAT rate during sales/
purchase ledger creation.

 In interstate purchase and sales transactions, you can record CST tax rate at 0% against Form C. 
Two options are added to Nature of Transaction, namely Interstate Sales Exempt - With Form C
and Interstate Purchase Exempt - With Form C.

 Annexures 2A, 2B, 30, and 31 are enhanced to capture commodity name and code for all sales and 
purchase transactions as per the government notification.

 When e-VAT annexures for the state of Delhi was exported to the relevant template provided by the 
government, commas appeared in place of some special characters, This issue is resolved.

 In the Form DVAT 16 computation report for Delhi, purchases from unregistered dealers was 
displayed as a tax liability. This issue is resolved.

 In Form 1 computation report, the debit note recorded against interstate purchase with Form C 
was displayed under Annexure Errors. This occurred even when the transactions did not have 
errors. This issue is resolved.

 In Annexure 31, the party name for URD sales was displayed and printed as Unregistered Dealer
in Buyer/Embassy/Organisation Name field, This issue is resolved.

Now the name of the party entered in the Supplementary details screen of the invoice is displayed 
and printed in Annexure 31.

 In Form DVAT 16, column R3 was not displaying the net tax amount for the selected goods. This 
issue is resolved.

Now the net tax amount (Output VAT collected - Input VAT paid) is displayed in Tax Contribution 
column for the selected goods.

Gujarat

 You can generate and export Annual Return Form 205 and annexure 205A details to the template 
provided by the department for e-filing.

 The performance of Gujarat VAT forms 201, 201A, 201B are optimized.

 VAT computation report for Form 201 is enhanced to display ITC reversal reports.

 For the state of Gujarat, ITC reversal rate can be altered.

 Opening and closing stock is considered for ITC reversal.

 In interstate purchase and sales transactions, you can record CST tax rate at 0% against Form C. 
Two options are added to Nature of Transaction, namely Interstate Sales Exempt - With Form C
and Interstate Purchase Exempt - With Form C.

 In VAT reports, incorrect purchase tax value was displayed when journal entry was made with the 
option Tax on URD Purchase as the Nature of adjustment. This issue is resolved.
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 In Annexure 201A, during export the details of unregistered and cash transactions were getting 
captured even when the option Include retail invoices also? was set to No. This issue is resolved.

 In CST Form 3B, incorrect value was displayed in column 08. Less: (I) Adjustment of tax on sale 
as per Annexure (+/-). This issue is resolved.

Now, the column does not consider the sales returns value when the Nature of return is selected 
as Not Applicable.

 While printing Form 402, incorrect values where displayed in the following fields:

Check post

Place from which goods are dispatched

District

Place to which goods are dispatched

This issue is resolved.

 While uploading CST Form 3B for the state of Gujarat an error message Invalid state name was 
displayed. This was occurring while uploading interstate purchase (Purchase _details500.xls) and 
interstate sale details (Sale_details500.xls) annexures (supporting CST Form 3B) for the state of 
Maharashtra. This issue is resolved.

The problem occurred because Tally.ERP 9 was exporting the state name as Maharashtra and the 
department template of Gujarat was accepting the state name as Maharastra.

 In a purchase transaction, if an item was selected twice, the additional tax amount in EVAT Form 
201 PART III was recording only the first item. This issue was also occurring in EVAT Form 
205.This issue is resolved. 

 In ledger masters, Additional Tax option was not displayed in Type of duty/tax field. This issue is 
resolved. This was occurring when the data from Tally.ERP 9 Release 4.93 with Type of Dealer
selected as Composition to Regular was migrated to Tally.ERP 9 Release 5.x.

Now after migration, Additional Tax, Cess and Surcharge appears under Type of Duty/Tax list 
respectively.

 Opening VAT Form 201 took longer than usual, and in comparison with Tally.ERP 9 release 4.93. 
This is optimised.

 Sales Details and Purchase Details annexures of CST Form 3B was displaying TIN of the party 
instead of CST number. This issue is resolved.

Maharashtra

 New VAT return template with sales and purchase annexure for generating Form 231, Form 233
and CST Form III-E is supported, as per e-filing requirements.

Madhya Pradesh

 As per the notification of commercial tax department, to calculate VAT on quantity for certain items, 
an option is provided in item masters to set VAT calculation type based on quantity.
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 Works contract transaction for local purchase and sales can be recorded by defining deduction 
rate/value, as per the regulation.

 Rate changes for petrol and diesel is incorporated by updating the VAT rate in the required master 
with applicable date.

 The serial number of Form 49 (road permit) details is captured in Statutory Details screen of 
purchase invoice while recording purchase transactions.

 VAT Form 10 is generated in the prescribed format and exported to latest version of e-VAT excel 
template provided by the commercial tax department.

 CST quarterly returns is now generated in the prescribed format and exported to latest version of e-
CST excel template provided by the commercial tax department.

Tamil Nadu

 The latest changes in Tamil Nadu VAT purchase and sales annexure templates are now supported.

 All TIN validation in VAT annexures generated in Tally.ERP 9 has been removed, except TIN length 
and starting digit validation.

 A report is provided to track sale of first schedule goods to unregistered dealers within the state. 

 Tamil Nadu VAT Annexure-7 was not capturing the Seller TIN when exported to excel template. 
This was occurring even when the seller was a registered dealer. This is an issue with the template 
provided by the department.

 The computation report of Annexure 9 was accepting special characters in Name of Seller field. 
This issue is resolved

Now, few special characters such as - ' & and SPACE are accepted as per Annexure 9 template 
provided by the department.

 When Annexure 1-A is exported to excel, the transporter name was displayed in Dispatched 
Place column. This issue is resolved. This was occurring for the despatch details entered in the 
Statutory Details/ Party Details screen in the interstate purchase transaction.

 When Annexure I was exported, the tax value was getting rounded off even when the option 
Round off values? was set to No. This issue is resolved.

West Bengal

 While uploading xml version of VAT Form-14, the message Wrong File Selected. Please Check 
the File. was displayed. This issue is resolved.

This occurred because the department had updated the xml version of Form-14 to 4.7.1 by 
introducing new options Manual RAO and Online RAO for Refund Adjustment Order (RAO)
under Page 4.
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